Fluctuating asymmetry in the bilaterally symmetric flower Epilobium angustifolium is a reliable indicator of nectar production: Better symmetry indicates more nectar, which bumblebees learn and exploit (Møller & Sorci, 1998) . Indeed, E. angustifolium is not an exception; most flowers display some form of symmetry (Neal, Dafni, & Giurfa, 1998) . The biological relevance of symmetry is still debated (Citerne, Jabbour, Nadot, & Damerval, 2010; Endress, 1999) : Symmetry has been shown to be a good indicator of floral reward in some species, though workers preferred symmetric patterns even if a particular flower did not produce any nectar (Møller & Eriksson, 1995) , and handling times are lower on symmetrical artificial flowers compared with asymmetrical ones (West & Laverty, 1998 ). The question is whether pollinator preference for symmetry is learned through functional experience with flowers or if it is an unlearned preference that guides workers to their first flowers (Orbán & Plowright, 2014a) . This question is answered by testing a novel hypothesis generated by an unsupervised neural network that suggests a trade-off in computational load between symmetry and spatial frequency. Spatial frequency refers to the "busyness" of a pattern; it is defined as the number of features encountered along a line of a surface area (Dafni, Lehrer, & Kevan, 1997) . Computational load refers to the information content of a visual property.
We implemented an unsupervised neural network to explain aspects of floral property preferences by bumblebees (Orbán, 2014) . Independent component analysis (ICA) is a point model (i.e., does not model a spatial relationship) used to mimic reduction of a high-dimensional signal into low-dimensional features (i.e., a principal component analysis for non-Gaussian signals/visual signals). ICA's origins lie in the processing of natural scenes and, mathematically, ICA components are based on the fourth moment about the mean (maximization of non-Gaussianity). The model is not used here with the intention to describe neural structures and processes in the bee brain. It is used as a high-level cognitive model designed to capture the product of a particular cognitive function. The idea that dimensionality reduction may take place in the visual system has been suggested in the past (Barlow, 1992; Field, 1994) . The connection of these models to the choice behaviors hypothesized here is that bees may prefer patterns that the model reconstructed in high quality. Given that all parameters are fixed in the model, patterns that are reconstructed in higher quality using the same number of features are "cheaper to process." Flower-naïve bees prior to rewarded experience may be sensitive to these differences in computational load.
The ICA was found to be consistent with behavioral findings in relation to radial versus concentric pattern preferences (Lehrer, Horridge, Zhang, & Gadagkar, 1995; Orbán & Plowright, 2013) and the presence versus absence of background foliage (Forrest & Thomson, 2009 ). The models also tested patterns in which symmetry and spatial frequency were manipulated the same way as the test patterns in a recent empirical study (Plowright, Evans, Leung, & Collin, 2011) . The neural networks generated a novel prediction, as explained in the previous paper: Patterns with low spatial frequency should not produce a preference for symmetry, but high spatial frequency patterns should.
The empirical literature has been mixed on whether symmetry is an unlearned or a learned preference. For example, one study concluded that bumblebees (Bombus terrestris) likely have an unlearned preference for symmetry (Rodríguez, Gumbert, Hempel de Ibarra, Kunze, & Giurfa, 2004) . Choice behavior by B. terrestris workers was tested in a flight cage where bilaterally symmetric or asymmetric black and white patterns were displayed. Prior to testing, bumblebee workers were pretrained on sucrose solution on a black disk or white disk in order to encourage landing behaviors during the testing periods. The results showed a preference for bilateral symmetry. These findings correspond with another study that used Apis mellifera workers (Lehrer et al., 1995) , also using pretraining. However, as Giurfa and colleagues (Giurfa, Dafni, & Neal, 1999) pointed out, testing the spontaneous behavior of truly naïve animals is key to understanding innate choice behavior. Plowright et al. (2011) tested the symmetry hypothesis with truly flower-naïve and untrained B. impatiens workers but found no preferences. However, B. impatiens workers pretrained on 100% black disks and 100% white disks in this same study displayed a preference for bilaterally symmetric test patterns, suggesting that symmetry preference is indeed learned.
Unlearned preferences have been almost exclusively studied at bilaterally symmetric patterns, but this is not the only kind of symmetry. Some experiments investigating learning dynamics by bees (A. mellifera) have used radially symmetric patterns, although this is not very well defined (Horridge, 2007) . A radially symmetric pattern has multiple axes of symmetry, though it is not clear exactly how many axes are needed before a pattern can be labeled as radially symmetric. For example, two circles within one another (Møller & Sorci, 1998) and six-axis (Wignall, Heiling, Cheng, & Herberstein, 2006) or even three-axis (West & Laverty, 1998) symmetric patterns have been called radially symmetric. A bilaterally symmetric pattern is defined as the simplest type of symmetry along a single axis. Increasing the number of axes of symmetry increases the informational redundancy of the display, thereby maximizing the experimental manipulation. Previous studies that used mostly one-axis symmetric displays may have been mixed on the question of symmetry due to weak experimental manipulation. Here, we propose using the more precise definition of symmetry by the number of axes rather than labels used previously. Our intention was not to design biologically plausible symmetries but to maximize symmetry differences while staying within bumblebees' visual capabilities.
The results of investigations into spatial frequency preferences by bees have also been mixed. A study showed preferences for low spatial frequency patterns across multiple types of shapes: radial and concentric configurations and vertical and horizontal gratings (Lehrer et al., 1995) . Though A. mellifera workers were pretrained on 50% black patterns (i.e., gray), this finding is in contrast to another study that found a preference for higher spatial frequency patterns (Anderson, 1977) . One distinct difference between these two studies is that the former (Lehrer et al., 1995) presented stimuli on the vertical plane, whereas the latter (Anderson, 1977) presented patterns on the horizontal plane. An additional inconsistency with these studies is that the spatial frequency of patterns is not quantified. Characterization such as "low" or "high" is not sufficiently operationalized to allow comparisons between the results of different experiments.
The aim of this experiment is to behaviorally test hypotheses generated by the ICA model and compare them to predictions generated by previous behavioral experiments. First, ICA predicts that, overall, low spatial frequency patterns should be preferred over high spatial frequency patterns.
Second, ICA predicts an interaction between spatial frequency and bilateral symmetry: no effect of bilateral symmetry for low spatial frequency patterns, but high spatial frequency bilateral symmetric patterns should elicit a preference over asymmetric high spatial frequency patterns. The behavioral experiments predict a main effect of spatial frequency but no preference for symmetry. Therefore, a result confirming an interaction between symmetry and spatial frequency would validate the prediction of the ICA model. Behavioral studies do not provide a prediction about how the two visual properties influence choice behavior.
Third, when the level of symmetry is increased to be present along four axes, ICA predicts that a preference for symmetric patterns should be amplified and that we should observe a preference for symmetry regardless of spatial frequency. Behavioral experiments have no predictions relating to manipulation of symmetry.
The fourth and final prediction is one specifically relating to hovering behavior: If the ICA model captures reality more accurately, and high spatial frequency patterns are computationally intensive to process, workers may hover closer to the patterns as they assess them. As a result, differences in hovering distance should exist between low and high spatial frequency patterns.
Method Subjects
All workers in five B. impatiens Cresson colonies were tagged with colored Opalith Plätchen numbered tags and tested in a 3.82 m wide ϫ 4.55 m deep ϫ 2.55 m high flight room (Orbán & Plowright, 2014b) . Workers were fed sugar water solution and pollen directly inside the colony, but rewards were never present in the testing environment. Workers had unlimited access to the testing environment for the full duration of the study. The testing environment was kept at constant temperature, humidity, and lighting conditions 24 hr a day. The uninterrupted lighting in and of itself did not likely affect the foraging activity of the bumblebees. Under naturally occurring continuous daylight, north of the Arctic Circle, bumblebees maintain a diurnal rhythm of foraging activity (Stelzer & Chittka, 2010) .
Flower naïveté. "Flower naïveté" refers to the level of experience bumblebee workers had with artificial stimuli in the testing environment. First, workers never received any reward in the testing environment. Second, bumblebees were tagged in their callow form, which ensured that all stimuli choices made by the workers were recorded. In other words, there was no way for workers to have uncontrolled prior experience in the testing environment. This enabled the observation of workers' first unrewarded floral choice and allowed us to compare this to their subsequent unrewarded floral choices. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
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Apparatus
Two nest boxes were connected simultaneously to the flight room (389 ϫ 455 cm) using two 10-cm-long and 2.5-cm-diameter wire mesh tubes. The flight room was illuminated by 12 fluorescent daylight bulbs (Sylvania FO32/841/XP/SS/EC03) powered by 40-kHz electronic ballasts (Sylvania Quicktronic T8 InstantStart). Light intensity was constant at 2,200 lux.
Each of two motion-sensitive camcorders was zoomed in at each of two simultaneously presented stimuli, each at a distance of 5 m (Vivotek IP8161, Chung-Ho, Taiwan) (principle of operation similar to that in Lihoreau et al. [2012] ). The camcorders were triggered to record up to a 15-s-long color video clip at 15 frames per second and at 1,600 ϫ 1,200 pixel resolution. The sensitivity of the motion detection algorithm was set to record only if at least 85% of two adjacent frames changed and at least 5% of a single frame's area changed-for example, if a worker represents 5% of the frame's area, this area had to have changed at the sensitivity level of 85% or 95% (i.e., very little) to ensure that a recording was made. This configuration produced many false positives but minimized the occurrence of missing a landing behavior.
While the distance between the bumblebee and the pattern cannot be controlled, it can be observed: Foraging workers are known to examine flowers by hovering in front of them . For this reason, hovering is chosen as a reference point for the estimation of spatial frequency. A third camcorder was positioned above the stimuli to measure hovering distance prior to landing. The motion sensitivity of this camcorder was set to record if at least 95% of two adjacent frames changed and at least 1% of a single frame's area changed.
Stimuli
Stimuli consisted of symmetric and asymmetric patterns that were generated using an algorithm identical to patterns used in Plowright et al. (2011) (see Figure 1) . The patterns were created by first generating a random white noise pattern, which is then lowpass filtered and discretized. Bilaterally symmetric patterns were created by mirroring one side of the pattern. Four-axis symmetric patterns were created by a series of rotation and mirroring of one side of the pattern. Several dozen patterns were generated, but only those that did not deviate from 50% black-to-white proportion by more than 5% were retained. Two types of patterns were created in the high spatial frequency domain: patterns having a contour density (i.e., total length of edges) of 9,000 or 11,000 pixels and low spatial frequency having a contour density of 4,000 pixels. Patterns with contour density deviations of no more than 5% were retained.
The symmetry of a pattern is measured by halving a pattern vertically and correlating the pixel values of each side. Symmetric patterns were retained if their level of symmetry exceeded 99%, and asymmetric patterns were retained if their level of symmetry fell below 1%. Patterns that the ICA model reconstructed in the best and worst quality within each category were selected (Orbán & Chartier, 2013) .
Procedure
Testing commenced within a week of arrival of the commercial colonies (Koppert Canada, Scarborough, Ontario, Canada). Stimulus location was counterbalanced: If a pattern appeared on one side, the subsequent presentation would be on the other side. Stimuli were presented in combinations of two. Pattern combinations were switched until each combination received a sufficient number of choices. Choices made in the presence of another worker (i.e., socially influenced choices) were discarded. The rule of discarding data included any worker that landed or hovered within 1 m of the stimulus at the time of a conspecific's arrival. There were no positions within 2 m of the stimuli for workers to observe conspecifics from a resting position. The role of social influence has been shown in previous studies Worden & Papaj, 2005) . Learning can Figure 1 . Exemplars of stimuli used in the experiment. The label for each pattern was generated by the appearance of the stimulus: "L" and "H" refer to the frequency of the stimulus (low or high); "A" or "S" refer to whether or not symmetry is present (asymmetric or symmetric); values of 1 or 4 refer to the number of axes of symmetry. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly. take place in the presence of a conspecific on an unrewarding flower, but not unless they have had rewarded experience on other lowquality flowers, which was not the case in this study (Jones, Ryan, & Chittka, 2015) . Video clips were analyzed frame by frame using QuickTime Player 10.2. Visits from untagged workers and workers with tags that could not be identified due to very quick movements, poor orientation, or poor camcorder focus were only used in aggregate statistical analyses that did not consider individual differences. In these cases, it is impossible to determine whether the visit was from a single bee or multiple bees, potentially leading to analytical errors. Landings on stimuli occupied by another worker were also discarded because the displayed pattern was altered by the presence of the other worker.
Statistical analysis. Video data were analyzed with replicated goodness-of-fit tests (G-tests) for categorical data (Sokal & Rohlf, 2012) . Replicated G-tests are designed to analyze repeated measurements from distinct bumblebees, thereby avoiding pseudoreplication. G h values are a test for heterogeneity of choices (i.e., individual differences), and G p values test for the deviation between a group choice proportion (i.e., pooled data) and a theoretical value of chance (50:50). The G value is compared to the 2 distribution, but the test is not a 2 test. Four planned tests were performed that might justify the use of Bonferroni correction, but due to increased criticism of this statistical technique in many fields (García, 2004; Lieberman & Cunningham, 2009; Nakagawa, 2004; Perneger, 1998) , we report precise p values in place of Bonferroni correction.
Independence of choices at a pair of pattern combinations was evaluated using a generalized linear model (GLM) specifying a binomial distribution with Logit link and using a Type I likelihood estimation.
Finally, hovering data were analyzed using a Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) because the data did not meet assumptions of normality and homogeneity. This test is the nonparametric equivalent of one-way ANOVA.
Results
We tagged a total of 935 B. impatiens workers across five colonies, and 149 (15.9%) landed on at least one artificial flower. We recorded the date of tagging and death, which allows estimating the duration of a worker's life: an average of 73.9 days and a median of 86 days. Only those choices that could be associated with a tagged worker were used in the replicated G-test, but all choices were used in aggregate analyses. A figure has been compiled to summarize overall choices across the conditions (see Figure 2 ).
To allow a visual comparison between the behavioral results and the ICA model, the results of the model are drawn for each condition along with the behavioral results. The ICA bar chart indicates the peak signal-to-noise (PSNR) ratio between the reconstructed image and the original image (see Figures 3, 4, and 5) . PSNR values are measured in decibels (dB) and indicate the reconstruction quality of a signal. The higher values indicate higher quality that is more like the original signal.
Effect of Four-Axis Symmetry
Two sets of combinations were presented to assess the effect of symmetry of choice behavior. The first combination consisted of 9,000-pixel patterns that either displayed four-axis symmetry or were asymmetric. Thirty-three workers contributed 90 choices in the 9,000-pixel condition. The pooled G-test, which compares the differences between the observed choice proportion for the group and a theoretical value of chance, is significant, G p (1) ϭ 18.41, p Ͻ .001, and individual differences are not significant, G h (32) ϭ 40.37, p ϭ .147 (see Figure 3) .
Twenty-seven workers contributed 65 choices in the 4,000-pixel condition and made an average of 1.7 choices. The pooled goodness-of-fit test shows a significant result [G p (1) ϭ 4.64, p ϭ .031], but an also significant heterogeneity indicates substantial individual variation in preferences [G h (26) ϭ 41.45, p ϭ .028] (see Figure 3 ).
Effect of Spatial Frequency
Effect of spatial frequency with respect to random patterns. The effect of spatial frequency on random patterns was observed using 4,000-and 11,000-pixel-perimeter asymmetric patterns. Seventeen workers landed a total of 93 times on the presented stimuli. A significant replicated G-test showing a preference toward the lowfrequency patterns underscores this finding: G p (1) ϭ 11.64, p Ͻ .001. Heterogeneity of choices is nonsignificant even though workers from several different colonies were used [G h (16) ϭ 20.81, p ϭ .186] (see Figure 4a) .
Effect of spatial frequency with respect to bilaterally symmetric patterns. Choice proportions at two combinations were examined. One combination consisted of asymmetric patterns displaying 4,000-or 11,000-pixel-perimeter patterns (low spatial frequency asymmetric, or LA, vs. high spatial frequency asymmetric, Figure 2 . Summary of choice deviations across all conditions. Colors indicate "terminal behavior," meaning the last observed behavior at the stimulus. A terminal hover behavior indicates that a worker did not proceed to antennate or land on the stimulus. A terminal antennation indicates that the worker hovered and antennated but did not land on the stimulus. Finally, terminal land behavior indicates that a worker hovered, antennated, and landed on the stimulus. All inferential statistics are based on landing behavior (i.e., most stringent criterion for preference), except for analysis of hovering data.
This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers. This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly. or HA), and the other combination consisted of bilaterally symmetric patterns (i.e., one-axis symmetry) displaying the same combination of spatial frequencies (low spatial frequency symmetric, or LS, vs. high spatial frequency symmetric, or HS). A GLM was implemented on the count data to test choice behavior characteristics between the LA-HA and LS-HS. The overall 2 test shows a significant result [ 2 (3) ϭ 31.12, p Ͻ .001, n ϭ 131] indicating that the bees' choice characteristics depended on whether the patterns were symmetric or not (see Figures 4a and 4b) .
Effect of One-Axis (Bilateral) Symmetry
The effect of one-axis symmetry was examined using 4,000-and 11,000-pixel-perimeter patterns displaying bilateral symmetry or asymmetry. Twenty-six workers contributed a total of 84 choices in the 4,000-pixel condition. A replicated G-test did not detect preference for symmetry: G p (1) ϭ 0.92, p ϭ .339 (see Figure 5) . However, heterogeneity of choices was significant, indicating sig-
Eighteen workers made a total of 44 choices in the 11,000-pixel condition. A nonsignificant replicated G-test shows an absence of preference for either pattern: G p (1) ϭ 0.11, p ϭ .746. However, significant individual variation exists in choice preference, as evidenced by significant heterogeneity of choice: G h (17) ϭ 29.35, p ϭ .032 (see Figure 5 ).
Hovering Distance Analysis
Quantifying hovering distance was determined by the following behavioral markers: the farthest point from the stimulus at which the worker displays a pause and orients toward the pattern (i.e., begins a "zig-zag" motion). At the same time, the flight pattern displays a slowdown and change in lateral direction, and the bee begins to move in the anterior direction toward the stimulus. Only hovering behavior that terminated in landing was examined. Ob- This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
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servations of distance and angle of approach were recorded between the center point of the stimulus and the head of the worker. Observations were discarded if these inflection points indicating hovering behavior could not be observed. Approach angles were also measured. Zero degrees is defined as the direction pointing away from the front of a pattern. Approach angles between Ϫ90°C and ϩ90°C (i.e., behind the pattern) were discarded. Workers that approached visibly from a position much higher or lower than the height of the stimulus were also discarded because distance estimates could not be reliably obtained.
A Kruskal-Wallis test shows a significant difference in hovering distance between low and high spatial frequency patterns: K(1) ϭ 12.84, p Ͻ .0001 (see Figure 6 ). Bees approached low spatial frequency patterns from a significantly greater distance than they approached high spatial frequency patterns: The mean approach distance for low spatial frequency patterns was 12 cm versus 5 cm for high spatial frequency patterns. Therefore, workers inspected high spatial frequency patterns at an average resolution of 1.08 cycles per degree and low spatial frequency patterns at an average resolution of 0.53 cycles per degree.
Discussion
The purpose of this experiment was to clarify the ambiguities in the literature with regard to the effect of symmetry and spatial frequency on choice behavior. Testing unlearned and untrained choice behavior in free-flying bumblebees ensures that the results of this study provide conclusive answers that were previously difficult to judge due to methodological inconsistencies.
Spatial Frequency Result Corresponds With ICA Model
Choice behavior at asymmetric patterns of different spatial frequencies corresponds with the ICA model's predictions, consistent with previous literature. Workers showed a significant preference toward low spatial frequency patterns (even if asymmetric) when compared with high spatial frequency patterns. The spatial frequency of these patterns is defined by the perimeter of blue and yellow lines on the artificial flower and the average hovering distance of workers at each pattern type. In free-flight conditions, it is not possible to manipulate spatial resolution in This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly. -com/zct-com/zct00315/zct2447d15z xppws Sϭ1 4/29/15 8:30 Art: 2014 absolute terms because workers adjust object viewing distance according to object characteristics. The spatial frequency manipulations were designed to be within the boundaries of the bumblebees' visual ability. The goal was not to capture the spatial frequency of any particular floral species in nature, but rather to harness the variable experimentally and disentangle it from symmetry.
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Symmetry Versus Spatial Frequency Result Supports ICA Model
The predictions derived from the ICA model were confirmed by our findings on preference for symmetry. First, our behavioral results in relation to four-axis symmetry are consistent with the ICA model's predictions. The ICA model predicted that four-axis symmetry should be preferred regardless of spatial frequency, and this is what we found. In terms of bilateral symmetry, the model's predictions are also supported. The GLM's results indicate that choice proportions between low and high asymmetric and symmetric patterns (LA-HA vs. LS-HS) were not independent: Preference for frequency depended on symmetry. In other words, the presentation of the LA-HA combination elicited choice proportions that are independent from choice proportions presented in the LS-HS condition. Additionally, choice proportions between the four-axis symmetric and asymmetric patterns along the low spatial frequency dimensions showed significant heterogeneity, suggesting a weaker overall preference toward symmetry. Previous literature did not make a prediction to this effect.
Methodological Considerations and Future Directions
These findings support the notion that increasing spatial frequency also increases the computational load on the bees' visual system but that increasing levels of symmetry mitigate this additional computational load. In other words, the relevance of symmetry becomes more important for computationally expensive patterns.
Differences between one-axis and four-axis symmetry comparisons with asymmetric patterns indicate that bees have an unlearned preference toward increased redundancy in information. Bilateral symmetry did not elicit a direct preference toward symmetry, but workers' behavior was not independent between asymmetric and bilaterally symmetric patterns. Perhaps bilateral symmetry did not provide a sufficient amount of computational incentive to "draw" bees to these patterns. The fourfold increase in redundancy of four-axis symmetry patterns provided sufficient incentive to prefer these patterns, even for low spatial frequency patterns. An interesting future direction would be to dissociate levels of symmetry from levels of informational redundancy. While increasing the axes of symmetry necessarily increases information redundancy, the opposite is not necessarily true.
Prior literature has been mixed on the effect of symmetry on choice behavior. Some experiments appear to suggest that an unlearned preference is a possibility (Giurfa, Eichmann, & Menzel, 1996; Rodríguez et al., 2004) , while others suggest symmetry to be an effect of learning dynamics (Plowright et al., 2011; West & Laverty, 1998) . Experiments examining the flower displays highlight the relevance of symmetry, although inferences about pollinators' information-processing biases are not possible to interpret from this perspective (Møller & Sorci, 1998; Neal et al., 1998) . Computational models based on feed-forward networks also indicated a symmetry preference that is a result of learning dynamics rather than visual processing (Enquist & Johnstone, 1997; Johnstone, 1994) .
Two possible reasons for the disagreement in the literature between empirical studies may have been the lack of an operational definition for spatial frequency in the context of behavioral pattern preferences and the weak manipulation of symmetry. In this study, we used a quantifiable definition for the patterns (i.e., total perimeter length), which can easily be compared with future studies. In terms of symmetry, we used the number of axes of symmetry as a definition for symmetry, which created possibilities of testing more patterns than just bilaterally or radially symmetric patterns. In the future, degree of symmetry or degree of asymmetry may also be manipulated by comparing the level of similarity across different axes.
With respect to hovering behavior, our findings correspond with a study in which B. terrestris workers were found to fly significantly slower and closer to the ground, thereby increasing the angle subtended by the stimuli (Spaethe, Tautz, & Chittka, 2001) . Indeed, what we found here was that bumblebees adjusted their hovering distance for high spatial frequency patterns, though they never reached the angle subtended by low spatial frequency patterns.
Conclusion
Previous studies examined symmetry independently of spatial frequency because there was no indication of a relationship between the two properties. With the help of two unsupervised neural network models, we have confirmed that an interaction between symmetry and spatial frequency exists. These findings support the computational load hypothesis and explain why the literature has been mixed in relation to the choice behavior of honeybees and bumblebees at patterns manipulating symmetry and spatial frequency. More broadly, we have shown that initial foraging choices are highly sensitive to the information-processing characteristics of floral displays and that biologically inspired computational models can be useful to examine fundamental questions about the nature of cognition.
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